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Abstract

Cloud technology, as an innovative way of data processing and storage, is 
one of the latest trends in the world of information technology. Adopting these 
technological solutions is one of the primary ways to ensure the efficiency of the 
accounting information system, so today the focus is more and more on cloud 
accounting, or, how it can often be heard, online accounting, web accounting, or 
virtual accounting system. The aim of this paper is to point to specific features 
of applying cloud technology in accounting – opportunities it provides, as well 
as risks arising from it. In addition, by presenting the benefits that cloud-based 
accounting brings to companies implementing this technology as well as users of 
financial information, the authors aim to encourage and stimulate companies in 
the Republic of Serbia to use the growing cloud services market and introduce this 
technology into their accounting information systems.
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ПОТЕНЦИЈАЛИ ЗА ПРИМЕНУ CLOUD 
ТЕХНОЛОГИЈЕ У РАЧУНОВОДСТВУ

Апстракт

Сloud технологија, као иновативан начин процесуирања и чувања пода-
така, један је од најновијих трендова у свету информационих технологија. 
Усвајање решења која ова технологија пружа представља један од примар-
них начина обезбеђивања ефикаснсости рачуноводственог информационог 
система, те данас све више говоримо о cloud рачуноводству, односно како 
се често може чути, on-line рачуноводству, веб рачуноводству или виртуел-
ном рачуноводственом систему. Циљ аутора овог рада је да укажу на спе-
цифичности примене cloud технологије у рачуноводству – могућности које 
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пружа, али и ризике које из тога проистичу. Осим тога, представљањем 
бенефита које применом cloud рачуноводства остварују не само предузећа 
која имплементирају ову технологију, већ и корисници финансијских инфор-
мација, аутори имају за циљ да подстакну и охрабре предузећа у Репубилици 
Србији да искористе растуће тржиште cloud услуга и свој рачуноводствени 
информациони систем базирају на овој технологији.

Кључне речи: Cloud технологија, рачуноводствени информациони сис-
тем, cloud рачуноводство

Introduction

Today, companies operate in an environment where rapid technological development 
imposes constant changes in the ways information system functions, i.e. collection, 
processing, and exchange of information. The development of information technology (IT), 
supported by automation, enables the creation of new products, new industries, new markets, 
and thus ensures economic growth (Prichici, Ionescu, 2015, p. 490). The Internet has led to 
the emergence of a digital economy which companies can choose to accept or not, as part of 
their business strategy and a “source of power and authority” (Al-zoubi, 2017).

Undoubtedly, one of the most important trends in the IT area is cloud technology. It 
is a business model for the purchase and use of computer services, applications, access to 
information and data storage via an Internet connection. “Depending on the cloud solution 
model an organization adopts, all or parts of the organization’s hardware, software, and data 
might no longer reside on its own technology infrastructure” (Warren et al., 2012, p. 2), so that 
the user does not know the physical location and configuration of the system that provides these 
services. Therefore, the cloud allows for fast and “on-demand” access to network, application, 
server, and so on, located on the cloud, with minimal effort to manage or interact with the 
service provider. Access is possible at any time, with an increasing number of devices and 
independently of a geographic location – only the Internet browser and connection is required.

The cloud technology concept and idea are surely revolutionary. This is the topic 
that is most talked about in the field of information technology (Ebenezer et al., 2014, p. 2) 
because it smoothly supports all business applications and services and responds to a whole 
range of business needs. Logically, accountants, who have never given up following trends in 
technological development (Wyslocka, Jelonek, 2015, p. 5), explore the possibilities that this 
technology provides. By identifying significant potentials for optimizing accounting activities 
using cloud-based applications, accountants give this technology an opportunity to prove its 
utility. Though it carries risks with it, cloud technology is becoming an increasingly acceptable 
technology solution in accounting, preserving the role of accountants in the digitalization era.

1. Specific features of cloud technology 
application in accounting

In the past three decades, accounting information systems have applied accounting software 
for efficient reporting on company economic reality. Owing to continuous information technology 
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development, these software solutions have been enhanced and become more sophisticated and 
more convenient in processing the growing volume of information. Thus, Phillips (Ionescu et 
al., 2013) distinguishes four generations of accounting software that he classifies into three time 
groups: (1) The first category dominates the 1990s, which implies simple applications, suitable for 
all users, regardless of their size, in which data and reports are under the client’s strict control; (2) 
The 2000s include two software categories: the first one includes accounting applications using 
data stored locally or on servers, and the other one implies applications that can be simultaneously 
accessed by multiple users, relying on powerful databases stored in secure locations, and (3) 
since 2010, there is a period of “mobile” accounting software with financial “dashboards”, whose 
application involves the use of the Internet and mobile devices. Based on this categorization, it is 
clear that the latest trend in applying information technology in accounting is cloud, from which 
the so-called cloud accounting has emerged.

Proceeding from the characteristics of cloud computing, cloud accounting involves 
the use of software for the collection and processing of data accessed through the Internet-
based cloud provider’s application. Therefore, the accounting software and data are located 
on the remote server, software installation and maintenance on individual computers are 
not necessary, and data “retrieval” by a large number of users is simultaneously possible 
at any moment from a large number of devices. Cloud technology application has by no 
means changed the function of accounting in relation to the use of traditional software. The 
main difference is that traditional accounting software is procured as “tangible” assets and 
installed on the user’s computer system, while with cloud the user purchases the right to 
use software via the Internet (Software as a Service, SaaS) (Azad, 2013). This points to a 
difference in the application support provided (Ionescu, 2013, p. 7), in the sense that cloud 
platform supports the work of multiple users (in accordance with the authorizations they 
received), while traditional platforms are limited to a relatively small number of users. 
Differences in the application of traditional and cloud-based software are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Differences in the application of traditional and cloud-based software

License only Cloud based solution (Saas)

Accounting software license Company’s own Company rent it
System location Where company want it In the cloud
Hardware Provided by company Included
Windows & SQL Server Provided by company Included
Maintenance fees Purchased Included

IT Resources Company team or a provider None required

Support Purchased from a provider Purchased from a service provider
Number of users Limited by license Unlimited

Source: Christauskas, Miseviciene, 2012, p. 17

Cloud technology, with all its characteristics, has a very positive impact on all elements 
of the accounting information system (Al-zoubi, 2017). Among other things, it significantly 
rationalizes the accounting function establishment in terms of providing space for work. 
This is because cloud technology allows access to applications and data from any site, the 
so-called virtual object, and any mobile device (laptop, phone, tablet, etc.). This, logically, 
increases the efficiency of recording and quantifying business transactions and events 
because the 24/7 software availability allows accountants to perform their activities when 
they want, not strictly during working hours. Accounting software is easily accessed over the 
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Internet, without previously checking compatibility between the computer system used and 
the accounting software. This ensures that all users access the same version of accounting 
software, thereby eliminating potential problems caused by incompatible versions (Ionescu, 
2013, p. 6). This further transforms the relationship of accountants and their clients in terms 
of improving cooperation and communication. More precisely, distribution of files facilitating 
cloud recording of business changes ensures their continued availability and easier access to 
them. In this way, “eliminating the burden of data and file transmission” (Dimitriu, Matei, 2015, 
p. 670) increases collaboration between employees, as well as synchronization and work on 
shared files. A particular advantage of the software based on this technology is reflected in 
the automation of transaction recording through business books, thus ensuring compliance 
with various requirements including accounting standards and internal controls (Christauskas, 
Miseviciene, 2012, p. 15). 

Significant advantages of cloud accounting, in comparison to traditional accounting, also 
result from the use of software as a service provided by the cloud provider, rather than software 
installed on the user’s personal computer. These advantages are multiple: responsibility for 
hardware and software maintenance and management is the service provider’s, which reduces 
the engagement of IT professionals; the level of data security, from the point of view of misuse 
and destruction risk, is considerably higher because most cloud service providers have better 
internal control of data access than control provided by an average enterprise, and, in addition, 
provide backup servers on two or more locations. Data storage in the “cloud” – if the device 
(laptop, tablet, etc.) is stolen or broken, eliminates the risk of data loss, because the same data 
can be accessed from another device (Dimitriu, Matei, 2015, p. 668); given that accounting 
software is easily adapted to business needs, cloud service providers may more often afford to 
add new software packages as needed or upgrade existing versions. What is highlighted as a 
particular benefit of using the software as a service is the ability to try out the software before 
the final decision on use. The majority of providers offer a trial period to allow a potential user 
to assess whether the service meets their needs (Christauskas, Miseviciene, 2012, p. 15).

2. Use of cloud computing services in the European Union and the 
Republic of Serbia – application and limitation factors 

In 2014 and 2016, the European Union conducted a survey on the use of cloud 
computing services (Eurostat, 2014; 2016). The survey included companies with more than 
10 employees (outside the financial sector). The survey results show that, in 2016, 21% of 
companies in the European Union used cloud computing services. Compared to 2014, the use 
of cloud computing increased by only 2 percentage points. This increase is significantly higher 
with large enterprises (45%) than with small and medium enterprises (21%)4. However, given 
that most EU member states almost completely provide access to broadband Internet for all 
companies (more than 97%), we can conclude that a small number of EU companies (slightly 
more than one-fifth) use cloud computing services. Significant differences in the use of cloud 
computing services in enterprises are observed among EU countries (Figure 1).

4 Classification of enterprises by the number of employees: 10-49 (small enterprises), 50-249 
(medium-sized enterprises), 250+ (large enterprises) (Eurostat, 2016).
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Figure 1: Use of cloud computing services in enterprises, 
2014 and 2016 (% of enterprises)

Source: Eurostat, 2016
According to Forrester predictions (European Cloud Alliance, 2017), aggressive 

growth of applications based on cloud computing is expected. The cloud market in the 
EU with a 15% share in 2015 should grow to 27% in 2018.

The situation in the United States is much more favorable. According to the IDC 
CloudView Survey (2016), nearly 75% of US companies surveyed use public cloud 
services. In addition, 80% of US companies regularly using cloud services have contracts 
with multiple cloud providers. According to the same research, by 2020, the majority 
(54%) of total IT spending will be allocated for public and private cloud solutions.

Table 2 shows the results of the survey conducted in the Republic of Serbia, which 
the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia does every year. The latest survey (2017) 
was conducted on a sample of 1655 enterprises with 10 or more employees.

Table 2: Usage ICT in the Republic of Serbia (2013-2017)
Year

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

The enterprise pays cloud computing services - 3,8% 9,2% 9,3% 9,3%
Internet population used cloud services to store or share information 
(Google drive, Dropbox, iCloud) - 10,4% 15,5% 19,4% 19,5%

The enterprises have a website 73,8% 74,0% 75,2% 80,8% 80,4%
Broadband Internet connection in enterprises 97,8% 98,0% 98,0% 99,1% 98,6%
Business use of social networks (Facebook, Linkedln, Xing, 
Yammer) 23,4% 27,0% 28,6% 36,1% 35,7%

Business use of multimedia content sharing sites (Youtube, Flickr, 
Picassa) 10,7% 13,9% 10,0% 14,6% 14,6%

Source: Eurostat, 2014. 
Cloud services include ICT services accessed through the Internet to use software, 

storage space, and so on. The characteristics of cloud services are: they are located on service 
provider’s servers, can be used at the user request, and are paid based on the usage (space 
capacity). According to this survey, only 9.3% of enterprises in the Republic of Serbia use cloud 
services. This is significantly lower than the EU average (21%). Taking into consideration the 
fact that almost 100% of enterprises have access to broadband Internet, stagnation at this level 
in the last three years is worrying (9.2% in 2015). Although individuals are almost twice as 
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likely to use cloud services (19.5% in 2017) and the use of social networks (35.7% in 2017) or 
multimedia content sites (14.6%) is based on cloud technology, Serbia remains among bottom 
countries in the EU in terms of using cloud services.

Regarding the use of cloud services, of enterprises reporting the use of cloud computing 
services in 2016, about 65% use cloud services for email. Similarly, about 62% of enterprises 
using cloud services use them for data storage. Apparently, instead of creating their own 
server infrastructure for e-mail and data storage, enterprises use OPEX-based cloud solution 
per user. In addition to these standard services, a large number of enterprises use corporate 
database hosting services (44%) and Office software (41%) (Eurostat, 2016).

Figure 2. Use of cloud computing services, by purpose, 2014 and 2016 (% of 
enterprises using the cloud)

Source: Eurostat, 2016.

By using cloud computing services, enterprises access more advanced end-user software 
applications, finance and accounting applications (32%), and manage information about their 
clients (CRM software) (27%). In addition, 21% of enterprises use cloud solutions as additional 
computing power to start their own business applications (Eurostat, 2016) (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Use of financial and accounting cloud applications, 2016 
(% of enterprises using the cloud)

Source: Eurostat, 2016.
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In the Netherlands, Norway, and Estonia, more than half of the enterprises, cloud 
computing users, opt for the use of cloud financial and accounting applications. However, 
in Greece and Italy, less than one-fifth use cloud solutions for financial and accounting 
applications. According to Capterra research (2015), about 40% of US companies use 
web-based or hosted accounting software solutions (60% have locally installed accounting 
software). However, according to (Ace Cloud Hosting, 2018), most accounting firms look 
at cloud solutions only as tools for online data storage and backup tools.

The way cloud services are used in the Republic of Serbia is shown in Figure 4, 
based on the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia (2017).

Figure 4: Usage of cloud service in the Republic of Serbia 

Source: Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia, 2017.

The figure shows that, in 2017, on average, 29% of enterprises used cloud solutions 
for financial and accounting software applications, which is slightly less than the EU average 
(32%). It is optimistic that from year to year the number of such enterprises is growing (in 
2014 the average was 20.7%). In percentage terms, the largest users are medium-sized 
enterprises (34.4%) and large enterprises (33.1%). It is surprising that enterprises from 
central Serbia use these services more (41.8%) than in the region of Belgrade (20.1%). 
According to the core activity, the largest users of financial and accounting cloud 
applications operate in the field of electricity, gas, steam, and water supply and waste water 
management (73.1%), administrative and support service activities and computer repair 
(69.2%), and in the field of information and communication (50.5%).

In the Eurostat survey of 2014, enterprises that use cloud computing services identified 
the most important factors that limit their greater use. Figure 5 shows these factors by the 
size of the enterprise. Both large and small and medium-sized enterprises identified the risk 
of security threat as the most important factor (57% and 38% respectively). Uncertainty in 
the application of laws, judiciary, dispute resolution, and other legal problems are the next 
important limiting factor, both for large enterprises (46%) and small and medium-sized 
enterprises (31%). Similarly, uncertainty about the location of data storage concerns almost 
half of large enterprises (46%) and almost one third of small and medium enterprises (29%). 
Cloud service providers often host in one country and store data in another country (or more 
than one country). A significant difference between large enterprises and small and medium-
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sized enterprises is recorded in terms of insufficient knowledge as a limiting factor. About 
17% of large enterprises point to the lack of knowledge as a limiting factor. By contrast, 
about one third (32%) of small and medium-sized enterprises take this as a limiting factor. 
Obviously, large enterprises have human resources with enough knowledge and expertise to 
understand the significance and issues of cloud computing.

Figure 5: Factors limiting enterprises from using cloud computing services, by size class, 
EU-28, 2014 (% enterprises using the cloud)

Source: Eurostat, 2014.

In a survey by the Statistical Office in 2014, respondents state that the main factors of 
limited cloud use are: high price of services (21.5% of respondents), security risk (19.4% of 
respondents), and insufficient knowledge of the use of cloud services (17.2% of respondents).

Taking into account the studies mentioned, security of information is considered 
one of the most important factors for accepting cloud. Accordingly, providers must place 
greatest emphasis on providing the highest level of security and focus on current as well as 
potential users. In this context, two aspects need to be especially emphasized (Pfarr et al., 
2013): first, the difference between the actual and the perceived security of information; 
second, enterprises based in the European Union are subject to strict laws, which prohibit 
the storage of certain information on servers outside the EU. Cloud providers as well as 
(potential) users need to bear in mind this aspect during the service selection phase.

Significant security and privacy factor in the context of cloud services is the establishment 
of standards (Pfarr et al., 2013). For example, ISO/IEC 27017 deals with the security of public 
cloud services, ISO/IEC 27018 standard deals with the protection of personal data for public 
cloud services. In addition, ISO/IEC 19086 series standards apply to cloud service agreements 
and SLAs. ISO/IEC19086-4 deals with security and privacy components of the cloud service 
level agreements. ISO/IEC 27036-4 provides guidelines on the security risks of information 
related to the use of cloud services and the efficient management of those risks.

Hawsons, an accounting firm in England with the longest tradition, suggests that, prior 
to selecting a cloud service provider, it is important to analyze the terms of cooperation well in 
order to make sure that the selected provider implements the necessary data protection controls. 
In that sense, it is important to observe: how regularly data protection controls are implemented, 
whether and what quality standards the provider meets, what security measures they take, which 
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data encryption software they use, how often they archive server data, and so on (Hawsons 
Chartered Accountants). In addition, many influential accounting firms provide assurance 
services to guide companies in the process of adopting and maintaining cloud technology. Thus, 
Deloitte provides consultation services when choosing a cloud service provider, as well as when 
integrating this technology into accounting; KPMG focuses the largest segment of consulting 
on the field of data security. The assurance service involves reviewing agreements on protecting 
client rights and making sure that system data security standards are in place before accepting the 
service. Ernst and Young advises the client to make sure that a contract with a service provider 
includes urgent repairs and legal remedies for loss of business continuity (Kinkela, 2013). 
Treadway Commission issued “Enterprise Risk Management for Cloud Computing”, in which 
it calls on the board of directors responsibility to manage risks posed by cloud technology. In 
this guide, the board is guided towards determining the acceptable risk level that this technology 
carries, adequate risk assessment to which the enterprise is exposed by its application, response 
to these risks, and the introduction of control activities in the establishment, implementation, 
and maintenance of this technology (Warreng et al., 2012).

Conclusion
Information technology, and, undoubtedly, cloud computing, conditioned the 

revolutionary transformation of the accounting information system. While it is quite clear that 
this transformation does not imply the exclusion of human labor, but that its purpose is to ensure 
its optimization, accountants are still cautious in the adoption of this technology. As people 
are naturally most afraid of new things, the risks they indicate to justify their aversion to the 
implementation of this technology relate to: data security because the service provider has access 
to confidential information, and the feeling that users have no control and become dependent 
on the provider who is responsible for maintenance and management of the application, etc. 
Nevertheless, accountants claim that the benefits provided by this technology overcome the 
dangers it carries with it, so relevant professional organizations and accounting firms provide 
support to accountants in the adoption and implementation of this technology.

Previous research and studies have confirmed that enterprises, especially small and 
medium, are not aware of the benefits of adopting cloud solutions. This situation is especially 
alarming in the Republic of Serbia, where only 9.3% of enterprises use these services. The 
conducted surveys and studies highlight the need for training and awareness raising campaigns 
on the importance of adopting cloud solutions in the business world. In most surveys, enterprises 
point out that the risk of security breach is a key factor of aversion or less use of cloud services. 
Besides, enterprises, especially small and medium-sized, point to insufficient knowledge 
of cloud computing as a significant factor discouraging the use of cloud services, but also a 
factor that affects the poor perception of security issues. Finally, expertise and knowledge of 
contractual, legal, and technical aspects of implementation are prerequisites for an enterprise 
that decides to purchase cloud computing services.
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